In this paper, research towards interactive learning for Manufacturing Assistants is presented. The aim of this research is to develop a robot which can easily be instructed how to either perform tasks autonomously or in co-operation with humans. We describe the prototype of our Manufacturing Assistant and the methods developed f o r t e aching new tasks and environments. The functionality has been demonstrated i n a number of factory settings. In this paper, some application examples of our methods are p r esented.
Introduction
In this paper we describe past and ongoing research and development e orts at DaimlerChrysler Research and Technology's Cognition and Robotics Group where over the last years research w ork has been conducted on human-friendly robots for space, o ce, and factory automation and towards Manufacturing Assistants.
It is our conviction that the use of mobile robot assistants in manufacturing environments (Manufacturing Assistants) will lead to signi cant improvements of industrial production processes, particularly in terms of increased productivity and humanisation of the work place. Robot assistants in manufacturing will accomplish tasks through close interaction with people, thus supporting human workers, not replacing them. The human worker is responsible for the command, supervisory, and instructional functions, while the robot assistant will carry out boring, repetitive This research w as partly sponsored by the German Ministry for Education and Research under the projects NEUROS, Neural Skills for Intelligent Robot Systems, and MORPHA, Intelligent A n thropomorphic Assistance Systems. and strenuous operations. In cases where the robot does not know h o w to proceed, the human worker will intervene to provide guidance and additional instruction. The robot and the human worker are, therefore, partners in a joint manufacturing process.
Real, complex factory environments are characterised by frequent c hanges, by v arying positions of transport containers, by parts of di ering forms and weights in the containers, and by the use of various machining tools. Thus the use of Manufacturing Assistants in real factory environments requires a maximum of exibility. W e believe that this exibility c a n only be achieved by instructing the robot assistant i n an interactive teaching and learning process.
Therefore, a major goal of our work has been and still is to develop robots that can assist, co-exist with, and be taught b y h umans. Apart from developing the "standard" mobile robot capabilities such as landmark recognition, path planning, obstacle avoidance etc. our research e ort has been aimed at the development o f learning capabilities that will allow the user to quickly and intuitively teach the robot new environments, new objects, new skills, and new tasks. In this paper we present some of the results of this work.
Current research is aimed towards improving the man-machine interaction by adding more advanced communication and cognition capabilities. This has the purpose of further simplifying the teaching of the robot but also to make it more "co-operative" by h a ving it interpret human commands and behaviour in the given context, allowing it to make better decisions about when, how, and where to assist the human coworker. An important criterion is, however, that the robot can also perform tasks autonomously once instructed/taught b y a h uman worker. Additionally, i t should be able to learn incrementally, i.e. to improve its performance during task execution by "passively" receiving or actively requesting information from the human (the latter could for example be in the case where the robot detects ambiguities which it cannot autonomously resolve).
Manufacturing Assistant
The DaimlerChrysler Manufacturing Assistant i s a modular arm/platform system t for industrial use. A rst prototype is shown in Figure 1 . Its features are: a m ulti-skill oriented system and control architecture, multiple sensors for interaction 2D/3D laser range sensors, vision (gripper camera), force torque sensor, 6-DOF-Mouse, pentop PC and headset as multi-modal commanding device (MMI, see Figure 2 ).
A t ypical scenario for a robotic assistant i n a n i ndustrial setting would be:
the robot is led through the factory halls and is shown important places (stores, work stations, work cells etc.), the robot is shown relevant objects, e.g. tools, work pieces, and containers, the robot is shown how t o d o c k b y w ork cells, containers etc. in order to perform the relevant manipulation tasks, the robot is taught h o w to grasp various objects and how (and possibly in what sequence) to place them in corresponding containers or work cells in case of a co-operation task, the robot is shown when and how to assist the human worker. The Manufacturing Assistant approach is related to the cobot approach 1 ] but Manufacturing Assistants are equipped with more autonomy.
Architecture
Our scalable architecture for future robotic assistants is a multi-skill oriented system and control architecture. Thus, the robot can extend and adapt its skill pro le most appropriate to the current task either task/plan-driven or event-driven. Figure 3 shows the generic scheme of our architecture for future Manufacturing Assistants. The lower part shows the components of the complex control loop of a modular arm/platform system and the upper part shows the interfaces and the higher-level methods. The robot control loop is divided into the control loops for the manipulator(s) and for the platform. Both have their own sensors, recognisers, low-level controllers and actuators. Perception and coordinated robot behaviour are organised by task-oriented sets of skills supported by access to extensive w orld model data (knowledge) and by higher level planning and learning methods.
For human-robot interaction a multi-modal commanding device (pentop-PC and headset) is connected to the Manufacturing Assistant via radio Ethernet. Additionally, for speci c applications, pointers, laser pointers and gestures can be used for commanding and teaching in connection with available sensors and appropriate recognisers. For providing our Manufac- turing Assistants with a maximum of knowledge, interfaces to the workshop environment, to cooperating robots and to the Internet (e.g. for diagnostics, maintenance, remote control or external knowledge access) are installed. Our software is running on multiple on-board industrial PCs using the real-time operating system QNX.
Technologies
As described above future robotic assistants require innovative methods for real intelligent and cooperative robot behaviour. The research w ork of our Lab is focused on 2D and 3D recognition and scene analysis using laser sensors, situation analysis for safe interaction, hybrid reactive planning methods for motion and manipulation, fast multi-sensor-based control, and new learning principles for interactive teach-in and sensorbased learning. Dependability issues are of course also of paramount importance to this research eld 6] but will not be treated further in this paper.
Interaction Methods
As stated in the introduction, we believe that the only feasible way to endow the Manufacturing Assistant with su cient exibility to deal with the very diverse and dynamic tasks in a production context is to make it capable of easily learning new environments, objects, skills, tasks etc. In the following sections we provide a few examples of how the robot is taught interactively in its \natural" environment.
Learning the Environment
Although scienti cally challenging, autonomous exhaustive exploration is not appropriate in real manufacturing environments. This has several reasons: Due to the dynamics of the environment (areas temporally blocked by c o n tainers, other platforms etc.), it is not possible within a realistic time period to guarantee that the robot has autonomously explored all the places relevant for its operation. In order to be able to communicate with the human workers the Manufacturing Assistant m ust know what the various areas and work stations are called which is only possible if some operator teaches this information. The most intuitive and robust way to do this is on-line and on-site. We h a ve therefore chosen to teach the initial environment model using human guidance for focusing attention and acceleration of the learning procedure. The idea is to lead the Manufacturing Assistant around in the relevant part of the factory using a few simple but robust gestures (see Figure 4) . We w ould like to stress that the goal is not to explicitly teach the robot all features of the environment but to show where it should itself generate its environment model.
Learning Objects
The general idea we pursue for interactively teaching objects is to let the operator point out the relevant objects/features either directly in the world (e.g. by using a laser-pointer, see Figure 5 ) or in a graphical interface showing the relevant (possibly pre-processed) sensor data. In Figure 6 is shown an example of teaching objects to be grasped from a conveyer belt using Figure 5 : The worker is pointing out objects directly in the scene using a laser pointer. Left the scene with the manipulator looking down on the conveyer belt with the objects. Right the GUI used to teach the objects. a gripper camera. With this system, developed by Graphikon GmbH as a part of the MORPHA Project, the user simply places the relevant objects under the camera a few times, showing various examples (of the same aspect). For each example, the object is pointed out in the image (in the teaching phase, objects have to be non-overlapping) and at the end, when su cient examples have been taught, a grasping position is dened. This is quite intuitive and has been proven to work very reliably under real world conditions. We h a ve developed similar methods for teaching 3D objects in laser data 3]. An example of this is the teaching of polyhedral objects which is accomplished by presenting a plane-segmented 3D image to the user, who can then simply point out the surfaces belonging to the object he/she wants to teach. Similarly, f r e eform objects can be taught b y simply cutting the rel- evant part out of a 3D point cloud acquired by the 3D laser-scanner. These models are e.g. appropriate for use with the ICP algorithm 2].
Interaction Methods for Learning Skills
While traditional robot systems must be programmed using teachboxes or control-panels, we c hose to use more intuitive w ays for teaching arm and platform movements, which can not only be reproduced, but also be adapted to slight c hanges in the environment or situation. We use the force-torque sensor on the wrist to detect forces applied by the user, resulting in a coordinated motion of arm and mobile platform, in which the arm's motion compensates for the holonomic constraints of the platform 5]. We use this mode of interaction to teach p i c k-up-and place-movements and platform paths (see Figure 7) . We e v en employ this strategy for hand-eye calibration, by leading the gripper to a previously visually recognised target. The coordinated arm/platformmovement has been implemented on our ServiceRobot-Demonstrator \Clever" 4], but will be transferred to the industrial manipulator as soon as its rmware allows us to establish the required control loops.
Conclusion and Further Work
The successful use of robot assistants in a manufacturing environment will depend on the critical question as to whether the share of the work done by the robot assistant is as high as possible, and whether it is capable of exibly dealing with varying sequences of tasks under variable boundary conditions. Our goal is to improve robustness and safety su ciently to reach this goal. We are currently integrating the presented techniques on the Manufacturing Assistant.
